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About This Content

Last Word is an adventure in pontification, a gallop into the realm of gossip, and a really cool game. It's a conversation piece
about conversation that can be enjoyed to the last drop, like a fine red wine (unless you prefer white).

Experience the intriguing and ear-defying original soundtrack to Last Word. It blends piano, strings, horns, and marvelous-ness.
The eerie tones and continuous themes add to the world of St. Lauden in a special way that will have you chattering all night

long!

All tracks are composed by Lannie "Merlandese" Neely III and brilliantly mixed/mastered by Fernando "Ferdk" Carabajal.

01. Pleasant Pleasantries 03:26
02. Remarkable Remarks 01:14

03. Chapters -or- The Text Between Incidents 00:09
04. HOSPITALITY 02:53

05. Pontification 01:50
06. Rendered Speechless (Loss) 01:18

07. Key Topic 00:02
08. The Mouth Opens Wide 00:06
09. The Professor's Lecture 01:27

10. HOSTILITY 02:25
11. Expatiation 01:46

12. Fourth Appeal (Victory) 01:18
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13. Fabled History 02:12
14. FUTILITY 02:52

15. Change of Color 01:15
16. IMMUNITY 02:20
17. Pupal Pupil 01:48

18. Blather Latherers 01:48
19. FINALITY 02:37
20. Dissertation 02:41

21. In Conclusion 03:32
22. Salutations [BONUS] 03:48

23. Narrative Trailer (Last Word) 00:54
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Title: Last Word - OST
Genre: Adventure, Casual, Indie, RPG
Developer:
Twelve Tiles
Release Date: 8 May, 2015
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Early Access Abandon-ware; don't buy it.. Very funny (and very short), sort of JRPG that's sort of a sequel to The Chronicles of
Quiver♥♥♥♥♥♥

Unlike the first game, it's all story based, so the little fights you do have, you do win automatically - you just move Mary The
Fairy around and read the story.

It's certainly worth seeing all the endings...

And it's extremely cheap too.... good luck getting the game to play. Ive tried downloading from the website and using it through
steam and its no use. I keep recieving "xkernal error" and it wont launch and the rare times I get it to play it will crash as soon as
I pick my character. The best part about it is no one seems to want to help and the solutions online are useless.. If this game
were a free Flash game, it would be one of those games that you probably play for about ten minutes, once, and then you never
come back to it, but you feel like it was a reasonable way to spend ten minutes, and everything would seem normal.

For some reason, though, it's a game on Steam that costs money. And it has 'Very Positive' reviews. I'm not sure what's going on
here. The gameplay is minimalistic not in the elegant sense but in the "there's no depth to it at all" sense. The collision is wonky.
Hitboxes are unclear. Even the jump is so small that it's difficult for the automatically generated endless level to create much of
anything interesting. Though the different characters shake up the tedium a bit (and even then, practically all a different
character means is that you jump differently), it still feels pretty much the same every time after not very long at all. I mean, it's
not terrible. But it's not good either, and certainly not worth spending money on.. This feels like there is no point to it. i was
simply not entertained.. good game, but need more unique character
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If you don't mind the low resolution(640x480 & can't be changed), totally recommend it!!!. I have to admit that this game took
me by surprise, I have found myself enjoying it mroe than I expected.

For such a small game, it really does provide a lot of fun for a cheap price.

The story mode does seem a little lacking and short, and there are only a few types of enemies that appear and do the classic
colour change to show they are more powerful later on in the game.

Gameplay-wise it's really fun, a small stage with tonnes of enemies to mercilessly beat up, and I haven't found it too difficult
either. There are 2 modes, story and guardian (which unlocks after beating the story once), as I said the story is rather short but
lets you get a good grasp on how to play, and guardian mode is just wave after wave of enemies which is a nice treat.

It's a nice game, with a pretty nice soundtrack, and quite cheap so I would definately recommend getting it.

Oh and if you do get it, don't let it update to v112 when it prompts on start-up in a seperate window, that will apparently screw
the game up as it was a japanese-only update or something.. Just waiting for more mysterious adventure bc I loved it. <3. Very
nice, but little slowly working on Moto X Play. If you have a creative itch to scratch, this is a good place to start.. fun space
game. Keeps it simple and enjoyable.. The most dank shooter you'll ever see. RETURNING FIRE!
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